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Appendix G 

Crew 9321 Mission List and Narratives 

 

 Attack on Friedburg (March 12, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Attack on transportation facilities including a railroad and Marshalling Yard at Friedburg which were key 

to the German Defense of the lower section of the Rhine.  

 

 Attack on Zossen (March 15, 1945) - Flown In Envy of ‘Em All II 

Attack on the German General Staff Headquarters at Zossen. This was a high priority target assigned to 

both first and second air divisions. Dropped over 300 bombs and destroyed much of the command camp. 

 

 Attack on Leipheim (March 19, 1945) - Flown In Hookem Cow/ Betty 

Attack on a German airbase, 3rd largest producer of the ME-262. A visual bombing run which broke a 

string of instrument bombing runs. 

* This aircraft was later involved in a devastating crash on April 14,1945 during takeoff.  Only 2 

crewmen survived. 

 

 Attack on Hesepe (March 21, 1945) - Flown In Bugs Bunny 

Attack on a German airfield operating ME-262 to stop all planes from taking off. Dropped 1449 100 

pound general purpose bombs. 

 

 Attack on Osnabruck (March 23, 1945) - Flown In Stardust 

Attack on a Marshalling Yard to destroy railcars used in the movement of war materials. 

 

 Attack on Kirkoff (March 24, 1945) - Flown In Stardust 

Attack on a German airbase. Dropped 1048 100 pound bombs. A total of 18 aircraft were destroyed. 

 

 Attack on Wilhelmshaven (March 30, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Attacked a harbor facility. 39 aircraft flew with fighter support. 70% percent visibility due to clouds. 

Bomb damage could not be assessed. 
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 Appendix G (cont’d) 
  

 Crew 9321 Mission List and Narratives 
  

 Attack on Tirstrop (Abandoned due to weather) (April 2, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Raid was cancelled because target was in Denmark and due to weather could not get visual confirmation 

of targets before dropping bombs. 

 

 Attack on Halle (April 6, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Attack on a marshalling yard which was a vital link between North and South Germany in the area where 

they were expecting Germany to make their final defensive stand. 

 

 Attack on Krummel (Flying with 466th "C" group) (April 7, 1945) - Flown In Stardust 

Attack on a large explosive plant whose products where being used as artillery against advancing allied 

troops. 

 

 Attack on Pointe De Grave (April 14, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

This attack was on Point De Grave, France. The target was a heavily defended Nazi base base in France. 

The base was bombed by the entire 8th Air Force.  

 

 Attack on Landshut (April 16, 1945) - Flown In Mizpah 

Attack on a Marshalling Yard in Germany. A total of 258 500 pound bombs were dropped. Two 

squadrons obtained very good hits while the other squadron had poor results. 

 

 Attack on Passau (April 18, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Attack on a Marshalling Yard with a total of 120 1000 pound bombs dropped. Two squadron’s results 

ending up poor but the third squadron having good results. 

 

 Attack on Bad Reichenhallards (April 25, 1945) - Flown In Gypsy Queen 

Attack on a Railroad at Bad Reichenhall in the Salzburg area where the Nazis had been pushed and were 

making a last stand. The formation consisted of three nine ship squadrons, and the last mission’s results 

were excellent. 
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